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Emiko Freyjasdóttir

Emiko Freyjasdóttir is a player character played by Yuuki.

Emiko Freyjasdóttir

Species & Gender Lily Type Artificial Nepleslian Female
Date of Birth YE 44.3.1
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Infantry

Rank: Shoi
Current Placement: Nothing found

Approval Thread: stararmy.com/…
Orders Thread: Orders
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Physical Description

Emiko Freyjasdóttir is tall, athletic, and muscular, owing to the Zhenren Human Upgrade Package on top
of her Lily Type Artificial Nepleslian Physiology. At a full 211 cm and thanks to the Zhenren I4B
Musculoskeletal Enhancement Package massing 134 kg, she has facial features typical of a Guāngzǔ (光
祖), the phenotype developed for the Nepleslian Reds that is of both Nepleslian and Yamataian stock: a
mix of Nordic and Japanese Yamataian, Baizu (白祖) and Hongzu (红祖), respectively, along with Core
Lianjia and Sardinian Lianjia, Yuanzu (元祖) and Yuzu (裕祖), respectively. Typical of that type, she has
light skin, long, silver hair, and blue eyes. Her voice is deep, not surprising given her size, but also sultry
and purring, with a bit of gravel and creak. She speaks Trade with a distinct Sardinian-Mutari Lianjia
accent.

Personality

Like many Lily-Types, Emiko Freyjasdóttir, through both her innate nature and that of her time-
compressed simulated early life, has a tendency towards helpfulness, cooperation, and harmony, not
unlike a Nekovalkyrja. As she was created from the Enforcer Template, she was hormonally induced to
increase tendencies towards aggression, efficiency, and honor, traits her upbringing reinforced. She is
practical, and somewhat impatient with socialization that doesn't lead to productive action.

Emiko Freyjasdóttir has somewhat of a one-track mind. She's exceptionally intelligent, but applies it
almost exclusively in a somewhat shortsighted, narrow, and hyperfocused manner towards an
immediate, concrete goal, somehow even when applying lateral or abstract thinking to the matter at
hand. To her, thinking is something that is applied to knowns in the moment to accomplish a specific end.

History

A Lily Type Artificial Nepleslian created with the Enforcer Template and the full Zhenren Human Upgrade
Package preinstalled, Emiko Freyjasdóttir was born in YE 44 on Fujiko. Her first six months were the
equivalent of 21 Yamataian Years due to living in a time-compressed virtual simulation. As part of her
time-compressed simulated life, Emiko Freyjasdóttir was a Pathfinder in the (virtual) Kikyō Scouts and
attended (virtual) university after school to gain a degree in Military Science. She immediately enlisted
in the Star Army of Yamatai and attended Officer Training after Basic Training, then the Star Army School
of Advanced Infantry Combat1) after Specialization Training.

Name

She was not assigned a surname when she was created, only her given names. Emiko Freyjasdóttir
gained her last name by defeating a Tröll wrestling champion at her Star Army School of Advanced
Infantry Combat graduation ceremony2). The given name she uses in any situation varies accordingly:
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Emiko (Yamataigo: 恵美子, Blessed, Beauty): Used in Yamataian contexts, such as officially in the
Star Army of Yamatai.
Angelina : Used among Sardinians and Mutari. She considers this to be her “true” name, and will
use it among Non-Lianjia Nepleslians when outside of the Yamatai Star Empire.
電母 Diànmǔ : Lianjia Speech (连家话 Lián jiā huà) Name, used among Lianjia who are not Mutari or
Sardinians. Likely her legal name in the Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia, but who keeps track?

Skills Learned

Emiko Freyjasdóttir has the following notable skills:

Star Army Common Skills
Star Army Officer Skills
Star Army Occupational Specialization Skills (Star Army Infantry)
Giretsu Skills
Kikyō Scouts Skills
Pathfinder Skills
Emiko Freyjasdóttir is fluent in Trade, Yamataigo, and Lianjia Speech (连家话) and Mutari Speech.

Social Connections

Emiko Freyjasdóttir is connected to:

Batch-Siblings
Giretsu Classmates
Suzuki Akira
Mikael Harris
YSS Resurgence Crewmates

Mineko3)

Brax, Zanven4)

Inventory & Finance

Emiko Freyjasdóttir has the Star Army Standard Issue Items5).

Emiko Freyjasdóttir currently has 3000 KS.

Augmentations

Zhenren Human Upgrade Package, full package
Shin Mental Backup Implant
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OOC Information

This article was created on 2023/01/18 20:00 using the namespace template. Approved by Wes here:
stararmy.com/…

In the case Yuuki becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No
See Yuuki's Star Army Will
This character belongs to Demibear in case of Yuuki's extended absence.
This character was made for Resurgence Of Yamatai and should continue with it or its successor,
even if as an NPC.

Character Data
Character Name Emiko Freyjasdóttir
Character Owner Yuuki
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location YSS Resurgence
Plots Resurgence Of Yamatai
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Shoi
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
SAOY Entry Year YE 44
DOR Year YE 45
DOR Month 1
Orders Orders
Government & Politics of the Yamatai Star Empire
District Fujiko
Political Party Indepdendent

1)

Class 26
2) , 3) , 4)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/refueling.70027/
5)

Note that her issued NSP is a 33/B as typically issued to Kodians, due to her very large hands, and her
Ke-M2-4 Series "Mindy" Armor has to be custom fabricated due to her height and bulk.
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